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"Reading the Tape" / Level 2 / Time and Sales

https://t.co/5EoGIAsKp8

Thread on "Reading the Tape" / Level 2 / Time and Sales

— Ace (@LunarAces) May 29, 2021

EMAs / Momentum

https://t.co/FnO1w8ydX4

No one explains EMAs either, so here are my 9/20 EMA rules. I have to give credit to @MullinsMomentum for

introducing me to these. I adopted some stuff from him, and the rest I developed my own way of using them. Here's a

thread of how I use them:

— Ace (@LunarAces) May 30, 2021

Supply and Demand.

https://t.co/m6kZzvYjUf

Why and how 90% of retail traders lose and how you can join the 10% that win. This is by far the most important

thread I've made. I truly hope this helps change your lives.

— Ace (@LunarAces) June 14, 2021

Position sizing, risk management and trading around your core:

https://t.co/ynnH8062WW

Position sizing, risk management, and trading around your core thread:

— Ace (@LunarAces) June 28, 2021
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After-hours/premarket trading, algorithms, and institutions

https://t.co/gyd9Qpesy3

After hours and premarket trading/algorithms and institutions - some insight. I shared this on MTA voice the other

day.

— Ace (@LunarAces) July 4, 2021

Areas where you can enter trades for minimal risk and maximum reward:

https://t.co/08ey57sUOJ

The largest issue from what I've seen for new traders is determining where to enter trades. Most traders get caught

chasing or adding in poor areas and then sell for losses. Here's a thread on some areas where you can enter trades

for minimal risk and maximum reward:

— Ace (@LunarAces) July 31, 2021

Here is a playlist with videos I've made.

https://t.co/4peVm6gOBe

Options tips: https://t.co/2w2eufhYjc

Some tips and stuff that has worked well for me in options so far:

- Target fresh zones - I have a high conviction in these to work in my favor

- Never try to guess the top on a stock running on low volume. These go through zones

- Always scale into zones

— Ace (@LunarAces) September 14, 2021

Profit targets: https://t.co/qDm2uaAZMW

Use supply and demand to enter trades and support and resistances as profit targets. You don't have to obsess over

daily levels. I like to use the 1h chart and less with recent price action to look for support and resistances to determine

where I'll scale profits from my entry pic.twitter.com/Jr0jehUiJ3

— Ace (@LunarAces) September 17, 2021

Support and Resistance / secret sauce https://t.co/3ZpeA0YdqJ

Thread on support and resistance. Been working on this system for a little while now and decided to share my secret

sauce.

— Ace (@LunarAces) October 8, 2021
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